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Abstract

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell is one of the popular renewable energy sources and widely used in commercial
medium power areas from portable electronic devices to electric vehicles. In addition, the increased integration of the PEM fuel
cell with power electronics, dynamic loads, and control systems requires accurate electrical models and simulation methods to
emulate their electrical behaviors. Advancement in parallel computation techniques, various real-time simulation tools, and smart
power hardware have allowed the prototyping of novel apparatus to be investigated in a virtual system under a wide range of
realistic conditions repeatedly, safely, and economically. This paper builds up advancements of optimized model constructions for a
fuel cell stack system on a real-time simulator in the view points of improving dynamic model accuracy and boosting computation
speed. In addition, several considerations for a power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) simulation are provided to electrically emulate
the PEM fuel cell stack system with power facilities. The effectiveness of the proposed PHIL simulation method developed on
Opal RT’s RT-Lab Matlab/Simulink based real-time engineering simulator and a programmable power supply is verified using
experimental results of the proposed PHIL simulation system with a Ballard Nexa fuel cell stack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fuel cells provide a renewable and clean alternative solution
to recent electric power generation technologies. The polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell has gained some ac-
ceptance in medium power commercial applications such as
building backup power, grid tied distributed generation, and
electric vehicles [1]. The PEM fuel cell’s terminal conditions
requires a power conditioning and electric regulation to in-
terface the fuel cell power generator to its load or the grid
[2], [3]. Load variations require a dynamic replenishment of
the air and fuel to the fuel cell, while properly maintaining
cell humidity and rejecting heat. Therefore, the development
and testing of the fuel cell system in a laboratory environment
would benefit from replacing fuel cells with accurate dynamic
models and hardware simulators of the complete PEM fuel
cell. This hardware emulator of the fuel cell system can
provide useful testing and prototyping environments under var-
ious operating conditions without any worries about damages
and malfunctions in practical fuel cell systems during their
physical operations.

Since the spatial dimensions of a PEM fuel cell are complex,
several internal quantities inside of the fuel cell are not
measurable for outside users. However, proper mathematical
models which describe electrochemical reactions inside of the
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fuel cell can calculate the reaction results and electrical power
generated from the reactions. One-dimensional models of ther-
mal response and water management have been proposed for
estimating the behavior of PEM fuel cell layers [4]. Dynamic
fuel cell models predicting detailed internal performance using
electrochemical reaction and thermal dynamic equations have
been reported in [5], [6]. Model validations with commercial
fuel cell systems are reported in [7], [8]. Computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) simulations have also been used to corroborate
the developed models [9].

However, the CFD simulation is not proper to a real-time
simulation because of its high computational burden. Dynamic
models based on algebraic computations have been developed
for PEM fuel cell simulation [10], [11].Real-time simulation
of fuel cell dynamic models has been used to improve fuel
cell subsystems and dc-dc converters [12], [13]. Voltage and
thermal dynamic models of PEM fuel cell layers were orga-
nized, and mathematical equations for computational software
were proposed in [14]. Moreover, electrical and mathematical
models of a Nexa fuel cell stack system, which is one of the
well-known PEM fuel cell systems, have been developed to
emulate its operation [15], [16].

In this paper real-time and power hardware-in-the-loop
(PHIL) simulations are proposed to emulate a PEM fuel cell
stack system in an electrical manner. This paper is an extended
work of references [17], [18] including a PHIL simulation
system with dynamics of subsystems and electrochemical
effects. Fig. 1 shows a physical configuration of the PHIL
simulation system of the PEM fuel cell stack using a real-time
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Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of fuel cell power HIL simulation.

simulator. Fuel cell stack systems are expensive. In addition,
a hydrogen supply system and other auxiliary systems require
additional engineering and safety precautions for laboratory
testing. The proposed real-time simulation-based PHIL can
provide a fast, safe, and inexpensive way to accurately design
and evaluate power converters and interfaces for fuel cell
applications as well as other electrical system applications
[19]–[21]. The mathematical representation of the fuel cell
electrochemistry was extracted from [13], [14]. Mathematical
equations of the terminal voltage, layer temperatures, oxygen
excess ratio (OER), and fuel consumption are programmed as
model blocks in MATLAB Simulink. The static and dynamic
validations of the proposed simulation model compared to
a Ballard Nexa fuel cell stack system are achieved using
statistical inference methods. In addition, the proposed PHIL
simulation system is implemented using the RT-LAB real-
time engineering simulator and PQA III programmable power
supply. Model considerations for a parallel computation and
an interface between the real-time simulator and power hard-
ware are discussed using experimental results of the PHIL
simulation system.

II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF PEM FUEL CELL STACK

In this section, the dynamic model of a PEM fuel cell which
is composed of a terminal voltage model and a thermal layer
model will be summarized using electrochemical and thermal
dynamics theory. Detail derivation and description of these
models are already introduced in references [14], [18]. It is
noted that definitions of all variables and parameters used in
equations of the terminal voltage model and the thermal layer
model are already described in reference [18]. In addition, a
fuel cell stack system and additional subsystems will be mod-
eled using electrical and dynamic equations. Finally, effects of
hydrogen and oxygen flow rate, and oxygen excess ratio will
be considered to emulate the fuel cell stack system practically.

A. Terminal Voltage and Thermal Layer Models

Fuel cells provide a voltage dependent on operating condi-
tions such as temperature, electrical load, and fuel and oxidant
flow rates. The maximum possible cell potential, Vc, is the net

output voltage given by (1) with the reversible cell potential,
Vrv, and the irreversible potential ,Virv [14].

Vc(i) = Vrv − Virv. (1)

The reversible cell potential, Vrv, can be modeled as the Nernst
voltage. To calculate the Nernst voltage as a reversible cell
potential, the saturation pressure of water at temperature T
(°C), psat(T ) (kgf/cm2), and the partial pressures of hydrogen
ppH2 and oxygen ppO2 are used as follows [14]:

EN = 1.229− 8.15× 10−4(T − 298.15)

+4.308× 10−5T · ln
(
ppH2

· √ppO2

)
. (2)

The irreversible voltage loss is composed of the activation
overpotential Vact, ohmic overpotential Vohm, and concentra-
tion overpotential Vcon.

Virv = −Vact + Vohm + Vcon (3)

Vact =
RTca
αcF

[
αc

αa + αc
ln
( γ

ihrMH2g

)
− ln

( −γ
iorMO2g

)]
(4)

Vohm = i

[∑
j

Rc,j +
∑
k

Lc,k

σc,kAc,k
+

∫ tp

0

dz

σm
(
∆λ(z)

)] (5)

Vcon =
RTco
neF

(
1 +

1

αm

)
ln
( iL

iL − i

)
, i < iL (6)

where γ = i[a120(1−S)Ptg]−1, σm is the conductivity profile
of the membrane, ∆λ is the variation of the water content, and
iL is the average limiting current density, respectively.

The heat generation and a exchange can be described by
proper governing equations [14], [18]. All parameters used in
the equations are obtained from references and data sheets of
a fuel cell power module made by Ballard Power Systems,
which is the target PEM fuel cell system. The governing
equations of a coolant channel which considers convection
and radiation effects and a catalyst layer which reflects the
heat generation from the electrochemical reaction as follows:

ml1
dTl1
dt

= Qcv +Qrad +Ql2 (7)

ml5
dTl5
dt

= Ql4 +Ql6 +Qint,l5 +Qres,l5 (8)

where Qcv is the heat flow by forced and natural convection,
Qrad is the heat flow by radiation, and Qint,l5 is the heat
generation due to the electrochemical reaction and voltage
overpotential, respectively.

B. Considerations for Stack System

In this subsection the single cell simulation model pro-
posed in the previous subsections is extended to the fuel
cell stack system under considerations of fuel cell stacking,
operating temperature of the stack system, air compressor
as a subsystem, and its power consumption. Fig. 2 shows
a proposed simulation model structure of the fuel cell stack
system which is composed of a cell model, stack model,
and stack-cell interface. The cell model calculates terminal
voltage and layer temperature of the single fuel cell. The
stack model computes stack current and air mass flow of the
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Fig. 2. Proposed simulation model structure of fuel cell system.

air compressor. In addition, power limitations influenced by
oxygen and hydrogen reaction rates, and oxygen excess ratio
of the fuel cell stack are simulated, which will be discussed in
the next subsections. Cell and stack values of voltage, current,
and temperature are transformed to each other by the stack-cell
interface.

Total stack current Is, composed of the stack output current
Io and the subsystem current consumption Iss, can be calcu-
lated using the cell current density i and the effective area of
cell Acell as in (9).

Is = Io + Iss = iAcell. (9)

Stack voltage Vs can also be calculated using the cell potential,
Vc, and the number of cells, Ncell, under consideration of total
stack resistance, Rs, and forward voltage drop of the stack
diode, Vf , as in (10).

Vs = VcNcell −RsIs − Vf . (10)

In the Nexa fuel cell system, the dynamics of the output air
mass flow of the air compressor can be modeled as follows
[8]:

Wcp(s) =
0.1437s2 + 2.217s+ 8.544

s3 + 3.45s2 + 7.324s+ 5.745
Vcr (11)

where Vcr is the air compressor’s input voltage controlled by
a Nexa control board, which can be expressed as in (12) using
a curve fitting method from experimental data.

Vcr = 1.73× 10−3I3s − 0.128I2s + 3.62Is + 0.352. (12)

The current consumption of the air compressor, Iac, can be
modeled with respect to the air mass flow of the compressor
as in (13).

Iac = −2.43×10−5W 3
cp+4.22×10−3W 2

cp−0.174Wcp+3.83.
(13)

Power consumptions from other fuel cell subsystems such as
a control board and cooling fan are included in Iac since they
are smaller than the power consumption of the air compressor
(Iss ≈ Iac).

C. Effects of Hydrogen and Oxygen Reaction Rates

The output power generated by the PEM fuel cell system
is limited by the amount of supplied air (oxygen) and fuel
(hydrogen). From the definition of current, I = nF (dN/dt),

the oxygen and hydrogen reaction rates (mass flows) are as
follows:

WO2,rct = MO2

NcellIs
nO2

F
(14)

WH2,rct = MH2

NcellIs
nH2F

(15)

where nO2 and nH2 is the mol number of electrons per mol
of O2 and H2, respectively. From (14) and (15), the total stack
current, Is, generated from the fuel cell stack is given by
(16) considering the consumption of specific hydrogen and
oxygen mass flows; where MO2

and MH2
is the molecule

mass number of O2 and H2, respectively.

Is =
nO2

F

NcellMO2

WO2,rct =
nH2

F

NcellMH2

WH2,rct. (16)

Therefore, the maximum stack current, Is,max, is limited by
(17).

Is,max =
F

Ncell
·min

[
nO2

MO2

WO2,rct,
nH2

MH2

WH2,rct

]
. (17)

Since the maximum stack power, Ps,max, is limited by
Is,max, the stack output voltage can be decreased by the
limited amount of oxygen and/or hydrogen supplied from the
air compressor and fuel tank. This can be expressed as follows:

Ps,max = NcellVc(imax)Is,max (18)

Vs,lim(Is) =
Ps,max

Is
= NcellVc(i)

Is,max

Is
(19)

where imax is the maximum cell current density under limited
air and/or fuel supplies. From (19), oxygen or hydrogen
starvation implies a decrease in cell and stack voltage. This
phenomenon is a serious danger to the fuel cell system because
it can induce hot spots or burn-through on the surface of the
membrane layer.

D. Oxygen Excess Ratio (OER)

To prevent oxygen starvation in the membrane, the air
compressor controller in the fuel cell system regulates the OER
in the cathode by controlling the amount of oxygen mass flow
from the air compressor to the inlet of the cathode [8]. The
oxygen excess ratio is defined by (20).

λO2
=

WO2,in

WO2,rct
. (20)

The oxygen reaction rate, WO2,rct, is obtained from (14) and
the mass flow of O2 through the inlet of the cathode, WO2,in,
can be calculated as follows:

WO2,in = γO2,rctWair,in (21)

where Wair,in is the dry air flow in the cathode inlet and
γO2,rct is the molar mass relation between oxygen and dry air
given by (22); where Mair,in is the molar mass of the dry air
at the cathode inlet, MO2g and MN2g is the mol fraction of
O2 and N2 in the gas phase, respectively.

γO2,rct =
MO2gMO2

Mair,in
(22)
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Mair,in = MO2gMO2
+MN2gMN2

. (23)

Equation (23) assumes that other gases in the air are negligible.
In addition, Wair,in can be calculated from (24); where ωin

is the humidity ratio which is the relation between the masses
of water vapor and dry air in the cathode inlet air, Mv is the
water vapor molar mass, φc,in is the inlet air humidity, pc,in
is the cathode inlet pressure, pv,in and pd,in are the partial
pressures of water vapor and dry air, respectively.

Wair,in =
1

1 + ωin
Win (24)

ωin =
Mv

Mair,in
· pv,in(Tc,in)

pd,in(Tc,in)
(25)

pc,in = 1.0033 + (2.1× 10−3)Wcp − (475.7× 10−6)Is (26)

pv,in(T ) = φc,inpsat(T ) (27)

pd,in(T ) = pc,in − pv,in(T ). (28)

It is noted that (26) comes from an empirical testing reported
in [8]. The cathode inlet air flow, Win, can be calculated from
(29); where Mam is the inlet air molar mass.

Win =
Wcp

22.4× 60
Mam (29)

Mam =
pd,in(To)

pc,in
Mair,in +

pv,in(To)

pc,in
MH2O. (30)

III. REAL-TIME SIMULATION FOR PHIL

The terminal voltage, stack interface, and thermal dynamic
models are implemented using Matlab/Simulink. The Simulink
models are compiled using the Opal-RT’s RT-Lab real-time
simulator. The platform provides parallel computing hardware
capability, and accompanying transient solvers and component
libraries. Optimal model construction for real-time simulation
needs to take the simulator hardware architecture into con-
sideration. This section introduces the model development of
the fuel cell stack system on the real-time simulator as well
as the parallel computation approaches using more than two
processing cores to reduce model computation time.

A. Model Structure of Real-time Simulation

The electrochemical equations of the fuel cell stack system
presented in the previous section show the strong correlations
among cell voltage, output current, layer temperatures, and
pressure inside of the cell. The pressure and current are de-
termined by air and fuel supply as well as loading conditions.
Operating temperature depends on the thermal dynamics and
heat generations of the fuel cell layers as well as the cooling
subsystem of the fuel cell stack. Also, layer temperature is
influenced by the irreversible voltage loss and cell current.
These interdependencies are shown in Fig. 3 which illustrates a
real-time simulation model of the fuel cell stack system. In Fig.
3, the dynamic system blocks consist of a thermal dynamic
block, cell voltage block, and stack interface block. Additional
OpComm and OpMonitor blocks are needed by RT-LAB for
its real-time simulation. The OpComm block creates a real-
time communication link between the model and simulator’s
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Fig. 3. Dynamic model of the PEM fuel cell stack system using MATLAB
Simulink.

input/output. The OpMonitor block adds real-time monitoring
capability to the simulation.

The fuel cell voltage model is composed of four voltage
blocks: Nernst voltage block, activation loss block, ohmic
loss block, and concentration loss block. Input cell current
and output cell voltage have range limitations because the
cell voltage model provides meaningful results only under
proper operating voltage and current ranges. The thermal
dynamic model is composed of thermal dynamic blocks of cell
layers and an air temperature block. The air temperature block
calculates the temperature of the output air. In the cell layer
block, temperatures of adjacent layers become inputs of each
block to calculate thermal exchanges between each adjacent
layer. The stack interface model calculates mass flow rate of
hydrogen, OER, pressures, air mass flow of the air compressor,
and total stack current. In addition, the stack interface model
transforms the cell voltage to the stack voltage and the stack
current to the cell current.

B. Elimination of Algebraic Loops in the Model

Algebraic loops are present in the simulation model of the
fuel cell stack system that contains dynamics of its subsystems.
Output states are directly dependent on previous outputs due
to feedback-based control loops. Simulation blocks have input
ports with direct feedthrough; it means that the output of
these simulation blocks cannot be computed without knowing
the values of the signals entering the blocks at these input
ports. This forces the simulator to solve each simulation time
step iteratively, therefore it makes the simulation slowing
down. This algebraic loop generally occurs when an input port
with direct feedthrough is driven by the output of the same
simulation block. Moreover, in the real-time simulation, the
algebraic loop can occur among simulation blocks computed
in parallel. An simple concept of the algebraic loop is in Fig.
4. Mathematically, this loop implies that the output of the
simulation block is an algebraic state z constrained to equal
the first input x plus y minus z (i.e., z = x + y − z). The
solution of this mathematical loop is z = (x+ y)/2, but most
algebraic loops cannot be solved by inspection because the
simulation is based on a logical computation.
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Memory blocks or low-pass filters can be placed in the
algebraic loop in order to rectify this problem. Since the real-
time simulation is configured for fixed-time step simulation,
memory blocks are used to break the algebraic loop. Fig.
5 shows the terminal voltage model of the PEM fuel cell
stack system with memory blocks. The feedback signals of
the cell potential, activation loss, and membrane resistance
generated from the terminal voltage model block are connected
to the thermal dynamic model and the stack interface model
as input signals in Fig. 3. Therefore, three memory blocks
are used to break algebraic loops created between model
blocks computed in parallel. This memory block produces
more deterministic behavior than the low-pass filter in a fixed-
time step environment.

C. Model Considerations for Parallel Computation

The real-time simulation environment has limitations of
simulator performance and computation time. The real-time
simulation machine has fixed and limited processing power.
The computation time is a more critical constraint because all
computations should be completed within a fixed simulation
time step. If not, overruns will cause errors to occur in the
simulation, and they can propagate to the entire process.
Model computation speed can be improved if one makes use
of the various processor cores. Simulation models should be
separated so they only exchange priority signals which are
state or state-derived between computation subsystems. By
separating the model into one master and two slave subsystem
blocks, the RT-LAB real-time simulator can assign each model
to different cores for parallel computing.

In the real-time simulation model, the master and slave
subsystems have to compute and send their outputs before they
read their inputs within the same simulation step for optimiz-
ing parallel executions. In addition, the state or state-derived
signals have to be identified to enable parallel computation
of subsystems. Fig. 6 shows the recommended structure for
the parallel execution using three processing cores. A state
can be defined as an output computed only from preceding
inputs or outputs; output blocks of the subsystems have to

OpComm
Computation

Delay

Function

OpComm
Computation

Integrator

Function 1
s

Master Subsystem

Slave Subsystem 1

OpComm
Computation

Function

Slave Subsystem 2

Delay

Fig. 6. Model structure for parallel execution using three processing cores.

be delayed. The terminal voltage and stack interface model
blocks require memory blocks in their outputs to give an
unit delay. The output state of the thermal dynamic model
is, however, naturally connected to an integrator block, so it
does not need any blocks for delaying the signal. This parallel
computation is based on multi-core simulators; however, multi-
core processing technology is widely used in general purpose
microprocessors. Consequently, the proposed considerations
for the parallel computation are general algorithms and can
be widely applied to any commercial multi-core real-time
simulators.

It should also be noted that the calculation time is highly
dependent on the degree of model separation and distribution.
If the computation burden of the simulation model is equally
divided into several models that are in turn assigned to
multiple cores, the total computation time is expected to be
approximately divided by the number of cores used compared
to the single core case. However, if the model is not equally
divided, the computation time will follow the calculation speed
of the most complex one of the distributed models. Thus,
it is safe to say that the minimum number of cores needed
for a distributed real-time simulation is that which allows the
complete system dynamics to be simulated with no loss in
accuracy when the model is separated approximately equally.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section performance and validity of the proposed
fuel cell dynamic model are discussed. Static model char-
acteristics such as stack voltage and power of the proposed
model are illustrated with respect to the stack current and
operating temperature including their validation test. Dynamic
model characteristics such as the stack current, stack voltage,
hydrogen flow rate, OER, and coolant temperature are also
shown. In addition, their model accuracies are verified using
experimental data of the Ballard Nexa fuel cell stack system.
The improvement of the computation speed in the real-time
simulator is tested using three cores. Finally, experimental
results of the proposed PHIL simulation system are presented
with a Magna-Power’s PQA III programmable power supply.

A. Static Model Validation

Validation of the proposed fuel cell stack model was done
using experimental data with a 1.2 kW Nexa Ballard fuel cell
stack system. Fig. 7 shows the output voltage characteristics
of the stack terminal voltage model according to the load
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current and operating temperature. In Fig. 7, the experimental
data (cross) are laid on the three dimensional surface of the
simulated voltage curve. In addition to the visual inspection of
the data, a mathematical approach was also used. The paired
t-test procedure was used to compute the mean difference
between two populations [22]. It was carried out using the
statistical software MINITAB. Fig. 8 shows the paired t-test
result of the static response of the stack terminal voltage
illustrated in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 means that the difference between
the two data sets can be ignored with a 95% confidence level.

B. Dynamic Model Validation

Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the experimental data
and the simulation model response in the stack current, stack
voltage, hydrogen flow rate, and OER. The good agreement
in transient dynamics and steady state values between the
simulation model and experimental results hold for all the fuel
cell’s performance factors. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of
thermal dynamic data with respect to loads of 10 A and 30 A
evolving over 20 minutes. The ambient temperature in this case
was 27.5 °C, which was also used as the initial temperature in
the simulation. In Fig. 10 the proposed thermal dynamic model
of the fuel cell layers calculates the experimental temperature
data for various load conditions accurately.

For a detailed validation of the model accuracy, another
error analysis has been carried out using the mean relative
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error (MRE) criterion [8] as follows:

MRE(%) = 100× 1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣De
i −Ds

i

De
i

∣∣∣∣ (31)

where De
i and Ds

i represent the experimental and simulated
data sets, and N is the number of samples, respectively. Using
(31), the MRE criterion is applied to the dynamic responses
of the stack voltage, the mass flow rate of H2, the OER,
and the thermal dynamic responses. As a result, the relative
mean errors of the first three parameters in the same order are
0.73%, 0.09%, and 2.31%, respectively. In addition, the errors
of thermal dynamics at 10 A and 30 A load conditions are
calculated as 3.83% and 6.56%, respectively.

C. Improved Computation Speed

Fig. 11 (a) shows the real-time simulation computation time
of the base fuel cell model. Fig. 11 (b), (c), and (d) show
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Fig. 10. Comparison of thermal dynamic data with respect to load conditions:
(a) 10 A load, (b) 30 A load.

TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME OF THE DISTRIBUTED MODELS

Model Single Core Dual Cores Triple Cores
Single 36 µs - -
M.Volt - 6.9 µs 5.5 µs
S.Temp - 0.8 µs 1.2 µs

S.Int - - 4.2 µs

the computation times of the master voltage model, the slave
temperature model, and the slave interface model using the
proposed distribution method model with three computing
cores, respectively. Table I shows the improvement of the com-
putation speed of the proposed distribution model comparing
with the base model and a distribution model with two cores.
The computations of the base model were completed in an
average of 36 µs. Using the parallel computation technique
with two cores, the time consumptions of the terminal voltage
model including the stack interface and the thermal dynamic
layer model is 6.9 µs and 0.8 µs, respectively. Finally, the
computation time of the three distributed models; the voltage,
temperature, and interface models using three cores is 5.5 µs,
1.2 µs, and 4.2 µs, respectively.

From the result, it is verified that the parallel computation
technique can improve the computation speed in the real-time
simulation. In addition, the more process cores can reduce
the more computation time. Consequently, the improvement
in computation time brought about by the proposed model
development method using three cores is on the order of 85%.
In addition, this computation speed is 20% more faster than the
simulation using two cores. However, the computation speed is
not linearly proportional to the number of cores since the entire
simulation model is not equally separated into the distributed
models. In addition, model complexities are increased in the
model separation for multi-cores.
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Fig. 11. Computational time consumptions of the RT simulation models: (a)
Base model, (b) Master voltage model, (c) Slave temperature model, (d) Slave
interface model.

D. PHIL Simulation Results

Fig. 12 (a) shows the experimental setup of the proposed
PHIL simulation system for emulating the PEM fuel cell
stack. Fig. 12 (b) shows the block diagram of its interfacing
configurations. In Fig. 12 (b), there are two computer inter-
faces: console PC and monitoring PC is connected to the real-
time simulator and the electronic load for monitoring vari-
ables, commanding executions, and generating load patterns,
respectively. A real power interface is only used between the
programmable power supply and the electronic load, which is
a physical emulator as a power source and a power application
of the fuel cell system, respectively. An ethernet interfaces is
used for fast communication between the console PC and the
real-time simulator. All other interfaces are designed by serial
communication lines to transfer and receive digital data such
as measurements, status, and commands.

Fig. 13 shows experimental waveforms of the load current
and stack voltage in the PHIL simulation. The load current
pattern is the same as the pattern in the real-time simulation.
According to the load current variation, the stack voltage
simulated by the real-time simulator is generated through the
programmable power supply. Between the real-time simulator
and the programmable power supply, the reference voltage and
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Fig. 12. Proposed PHIL simulation system: (a) Photograph of the experimental
setup, (b) Block diagram of the PHIL simulation system.
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Fig. 13. Experimental load current and stack voltage waveforms of the PHIL
simulation.

the current feedback signals are transferred and received using
the RS232 serial communication with 19200 bit per second.
Depending on the communication speed, additional delays can
affect the dynamics of the emulated system using the PHIL
simulation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A distributed real-time simulation model and a PHIL simu-
lation method of a PEM fuel cell stack system for emulating
its electrical dynamics has been presented. The proposed
simulation model represents the electrical voltage and thermal
dynamic behavior of the fuel cell stack system considering
several effects such as electrical loss in the stack system,
dynamics of the subsystems, reaction rates of hydrogen and
oxygen, and the OER. For the PHIL simulation, the simulation
model structure is optimized and considers the elimination
of the algebraic loop for the real-time simulation. Using
multiple computing cores, the parallel computation is also

adopted to improve the computation speed in the real-time
simulation. The proposed simulation model was tested and
verified using the RT-LAB real-time simulator and the Ballard
Nexa fuel cell system. Consequently, it have been confirmed
that the model is well matched to the target fuel cell system
using the statistical verification tools with 85% improvement
in computation speed over the base model. In addition, the
PHIL simulation was achieved using power hardware such as
the programmable power supply and the patterned electronic
load. The proposed model accurately and quickly calculated
system dynamics in real time. As a result, the proposed
PHIL simulation method using the real-time simulation model
properly emulates electrical behaviors of the target PEM fuel
cell stack system.
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